AIRTEL

11/8/64

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-112098)
FROM: SAC, MIAMI (105-6243)

SUBJECT: SECOND NATIONAL FRONT
OF ESCAMBRAY (SNFE)
(Operation Alpha 66)
IS - CUBA
RA - CUBA
NEUTRALITY MATTERS

(00: MIAMI)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 2/8/65
SUBSTANTIAL
10-22-94
SPS MAC/16X

(JHC)

Re Bureau airtel dated 11/4/64, and Miami airtel
dated 10/29/64.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of a letter-
head memorandum setting forth information from MM 847-S
as well as recently obtained from MM 974-S. Copies are
being disseminated locally to U. S. Customs, INS, U. S.
Coast Guard, CIA and Coordinator of Cuban Affairs.

Copies for San Juan per re Bureau airtel.

MM T-1 is MM 847-S. MM T-2 is MM 974-S.

3 - Bureau (Enc. 12) (RM)
1 - San Juan (105-6133) (Enc. 5) (RM)
1 - Miami
WMD: vc

(5)

ENVELOPMENT

105-11/5/63
NOT RECORDED
162 NOV 13 1964
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On October 9, 1964, MM T-1, a Cuban exile who is familiar with SNFE activities and individuals in the Miami area, advised that ANTONIO VECIANA BLANCH, Treasurer of the SNFE, would be leaving Miami for Puerto Rico in a very short time.

On October 29, 1964, MM T-1 advised that he had obtained the following information on that date from RUBEN VARELA, a close friend of ANTONIO VECIANA:

Two fairly good-sized boats, which belonged to JURE (Junta Revolucionaria Cubanas), were delivered by JURE leader MANUEL RAY RIVERO to the SNFE-Alpha 66.

These boats were delivered in Puerto Rico and ANTONIO VECIANA was present at the time of delivery. It was not known whether the boats were purchased by or loaned to the SNFE.

On November 6, 1964, MM T-2, a Cuban exile who has been active in Cuban revolutionary activities both in the United States and Cuba and who is acquainted with certain SNFE leaders, advised that on November 4, 1964, he was informed by one (First Name Unknown) FUENTES, SNFE member, that ELOY GUTIERREZ MENOYO, military chief of SNFE, moved from his previous location and is now in either the Dominican Republic or the eastern portion of Haiti.